
MOONOPOLY WHITEPAPER
GET TO KNOW EVERYTHING IMPORTANT ABOUT MOONOPOLY



Moonopoly Whitepaper V3.0 

Moonopoly is a revolutionary Token on the Binance Smart Chain. Our Goal is to bridge Crypto with the Real World! We aim to 

Release a real-life Board Game called Moonopoly. Its something similar to the well-known Monopoly. We want to bring people 

back together on the Table and have fun in playing the Game with their Families and Friends. Besides this we are Building an 

Online Game Too. 

Tokenomics
100 000 000 Tokens are Minted 

50 000 000 are in Liquidity Pool, locked for over 1 year

40 000 000 are Locked for future usecases

8 000 000 goes to Marketing/Development wallet, used for burns, marketing, giveaways, win2earn, adding Liquidity

2 000 000 will be Airdropped to Dev private Wallet  



Stay Safe
Moonopoly is a SAFE project.

Owner is fully KYC‘d by Fuddoxx.com and doxxed in Telegram and on the website (moonopoly.online)

Besides this, the contract of $MOOP is Audited by PapaExchange.

From the official Audit:                                                                       Our KYC Certificate:



Taxes 
Every transaction will be Taxed as follows: 2% to Marketing / Development Wallet, 5% for BUSD rewards to Holders (must hold 

at least 10 000 Tokens to be eligible to get the Rewards) and 3% goes to Liquidity. So in Total every Buy/Sell will be Taxed with 

10% to Help the Project.  (We change those taxes if its needed, but never more than 10/10)

Limits 
Max Transaction is 1% of total Supply and max. Wallet size is 2%. No one will be able to Hold more than 2 000 000 Tokens in one 

Wallet. This is to protect the Chart if someone decides to Sell every token he owns. 

The Board Game 
As I wrote this Whitepaper we are in the Designing Process for the Game. In our Telegram Group we post some Designs from time 

to time. Once its Finished and we have some Partners we will talk with Manufacturers to build it and then Shipping it all around

the World if you buy it then. 

You will be able to buy special NFT’s that represent some other Designs for the Houses or the Players token. These individual

Buildings we want to create with a 3D printer so we have maximum Control of it. With these NFT’s you can make your 

Moonopoly Game unique. Also we can discuss if you have special ideas of how your Player tokens and Houses should look like. 

We will be able do produce them for a fair Price. To Handle things easy and fast you will receive the special Player Tokens and 

Houses separately. So everyone will get the standard Edition of the Game in a shorter Time and you can play it right away after 

you received it! 



Online Game 
Our Online Game will be more or less the Same than the Board Game. You will be able to play it with friends or with strangers. 

The first game we release will be very Basic. Sure we add our Graphics like they we use in the Board Game. But as of now, its not 

clearly if we make it as 2D game or 3D. It depends on the Funds we generate and for sure on the Time we have. We always 

looking for best Quality, even 2D Games can have a real Good Quality and let you enjoy some rounds with your friends or others. 

For this Online Game we release also our MOONSTER NFTs. That’s your entry to the Moonopoly Online Game. Without it you 

cant play it. Also the Game is PlayToEarn. That means, while you play the game, you can win Tokens. Those tokens you win, you 

can change to special editions of our MOONSTER NFTs, to Set’s of player tokens for the Physical Game and more! This Token 

don’t have any Liquidity, so you can not buy it! But you also get it from Staking. 

Promotional Partners 
We offer for Partners some of the “Property fields” on the Board. For the real Board Game we aim to have Partnerships with long 

term Projects, cause it would look bad to have a board with a lot of Dead Tokens.  

The Prices for the Properties Varys lie in Monopoly on where u want to be placed, which property you will buy. Starting with 

15BB for the first 3 Properties ad 

Ending with 30BNB for the Last 2!  Those Properties aren’t changeable, so your Spot will be there Forever! Besides this, we 

create a Brochure for our Partners where you can tell the Moonopoly buyers something about your Project, why they should invest 

in your Project or why they should Partner up with you. Also we link our Partners on our Website with their Logo. 



On our online Game we also accept meme tokens cause we sell the fields there on a Monthly base. Prices there will be 

3BNB/Month. There is always first come first serve. So the first one can choose Which Property he wants for his first Month.  

OG NFT’s 

We launched our OG NFTs. A very limited NFT Collection with some special Perks.

MoonCash $CASH

MoonCash is our In-Game currency for Moonopoly Online. Also we will have our OWN Staking Dapp so $MOOP holder can get

$CASH for Staking their $MOOP. $CASH will NOT be buyable. You just can win it while playing or with Staking $MOOP.

Why you should get $CASH then? Cause we will launch several Special Editions (very limited) NFTs that just can be minted with

$CASH! So, while you get $CASH for free you will be able to get EXCLUSIVE NFTs and more! More? Yes more! Moonopoly

always try the best to reward loyal Holders as much as Possible. So $CASH will also have ist usecase in all other SecondUniverse

Projects. 

The future of $MOOP

Some maybe think that Holding $MOOP is nothing achievable, but they are wrong. Not just that you can Stake for $CASH, there

are more benefits coming with our MetaVerse. $MOOP will be one of the MAIN Currencies for ingame goods. The possibilities

are endless. We also aim to bring some Major Labels onboard, so you can buy REAL goods there, like sneakers, Computer Parts or

whatever. Also the Spaceships for SecondUniverse will be buyable with $MOOP.



MOONSTER NFTs
People are able to mint our MOONSTER NFTs on the NFT Boutique from PapaExchange.

At start you can choose yourself which NFT you like the most to mint them. We maybe change this into a Blind Mint over time. 

After we sold 100 of those NFTs there will be a draw to win 1 BNB! We do this every 100 Mints, so people have the a chance

of 1% with every Mint in this 100 range to win.

Also as written before, those NFTs are needed to Play the P2E game we launch. But thats not all. There are plans to make them

even more Valuable. They have traits with rarities. Have you a luck and mint a special one? We will reveal the Rarities at a

later Time.

Why you should have more than 1 Moonster? First, they are cool. But there is more. For the future we plan also Staking NFTs 

for $CASH or even other Tokens we deploy for the SecondUniverse. Also in the SecondUniverse you will have some special

Perks. We reveal them in front of the KickOff for SecondUniverse. 

Partners
Moonopoly has officially 4 Partners that have a free Spot on every Game. They are Fuddoxx, Heroes of the Continent, 

Florkinomics and PapaExchange. With those partners we share Technology, Marketing incentives, Knowledge and we help

each other once ist needed.



MetaVerse
Wait what? Monopoly and Metaverse in one Whitepaper? YES! EXACTLY! We are Proud to Announce that Moonopoly will 

build the Base for SecondUniverse! 

What is this SecondUniverse?  

After a devastating explosion of the sun, our universe as we knew it was completely destroyed. However, a new one was formed 

over several centuries. Life arose on some completely new planets and so in the course of time these were also populated by 

humans. The SecondUniverse was born! Each planet has different characteristics, but each serves in one way or another the 

people for fun. Different arenas were created, new games were created to adapt to the circumstances. Also the space was 

populated, with huge space stations, smaller stations for trade, etc.. Enter the SecondUniverse, have fun, meet the challenge of 

the new worlds.     

The SecondUniverse consists of several independent planets, each represented by one of our tokens. It is planned to start with 4 

to 5 tokens, but it could be more. To ensure as much variety as possible, we are also open for other projects, should you want to 

buy a planet in SecondUniverse.    



SecondUniverse is presented by CryptoEntertainment. This will be the parent company, which will also be a fully official company 

to ensure that no one needs to worry about the legitimacy of the project. It will also allow us to sign contracts with major labels. So

this project is legal, clean and safe!  

The first token from us are already live. It all starts with Moonopoly, bringing us spaceship NFT's which are needed to travel 

between planets. Without these ships, you can only play on one planet. As long as you have tokens from that planet. You also need 

the ships to explore space.  

After Moonopoly we will start our charity project. With this we want to help animals in need. All transparent, so that each holder 

knows where the money is donated, etc.. We stand for transparency and openness.      

The following projects are also planned, but will be announced at a later date.      

Each planet represents its own game world. There will be pvp, pve, strategy, shooter, building games. And most importantly, one 

of our planets is specially designed for children. We don't want them to miss out on SecondUniverse either.      

Each token will have its own NFT's, which are needed for playing. We love individuality, and everyone should be able to live it out 

in the game. Therefore there will be different possibilities to customize your avatar, your Weapons or whatever is needed to play 

the game! 

For more Info visit https://www.seconduniverse.space


